
 The Basic Law is a constitutional document of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR). It 
codifies important concepts such as “one country, two systems”, “a high degree of autonomy” and “Hong Kong 
people governing Hong Kong”. It also sets out in macro terms the principles relating to the various systems practised 
in the HKSAR.

 Hong Kong is a Special Administrative Region directly under the Central People’s Government. Except for 
defence and foreign affairs, Hong Kong enjoys a high degree of autonomy in the exercise of its executive, legislative 
and judicial powers, including that of an independent judiciary with the power of final adjudication, all of which are 
derived from authorisation by the Central People’s Government. Given that Hong Kong practises common law 
(which differs from continental law or the legal system of the statutory law on the mainland), the Basic Law is clearly 
an unprecedented innovation in history. It embodies the principle of “one country, two systems”, and serves as the 
nexus between the two systems.

 The successful implementation of the Basic Law for over 10 years has contributed much to maintaining the 
stability and prosperity of Hong Kong. Under the principle of “one country, two systems” guaranteed by the Basic 
Law, our social, economic and legal systems “shall remain unchanged for 50 years”. There is a need for every 
Hong Kong citizen to understand the Basic Law as its provisions are relevant to our everyday life. Since China’s 
resumption of the exercise of sovereignty over Hong Kong and with the support from many sectors and cross-
bureau/department cooperation, the Education Bureau has been proactive in promoting the Basic Law through the 
school curriculum and organization of exhibitions, exchange visits and teacher training with a view to enhancing 
Hong Kong citizens’ understanding of the Basic Law.

 The Chief Executive proposed in his 2010 Policy Address that on the basis of the current school curriculum, 
the Education Bureau should further deepen students’ understanding of the principle of “one country, two systems”, 
enhance support for the teaching of the Basic Law and increase study hours in primary and secondary schools. 
To help achieve this, we have developed a series of learning and teaching packages for senior primary and junior 
secondary students and put in place a Basic Law assessment database. These resources will facilitate not only 
teachers’ teaching and assessment work but also students’ understanding of the background to the Basic Law and 
the related provisions and concepts. 

 The publication of these Basic Law learning packages would not have been possible without the collaboration 
of scholars, law professionals, frontline teachers, designers, philologists and our colleagues in the Curriculum 
Development Institute. I would like to take this opportunity to express my special thanks to Miss Elsie LEUNG, 
Deputy Director of the HKSAR Basic Law Committee; The Hon Mr. Justice Patrick CHAN, Permanent Judge of the 
Court of Final Appeal and Professor Johannes CHAN, Dean of the Faculty of Law, The University of Hong Kong. As 
honorary advisers, they provided us with invaluable advice. I would also like to express my sincere gratitude to the 
many expert scholars and law professionals who assisted in the drafting and compilation of the packages. My deep 
appreciation also goes to those secondary and primary schools whose trial lessons provided useful insights. 

 I earnestly hope that this Basic Law learning package will prove itself an effective tool for Basic Law education, 
supporting our senior primary and junior secondary students to become positive persons and responsible citizens 
contributing to the betterment of our society, our country and the world.
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Level Theme Unit Suggested 
Learning Time

Relevant Articles of
the Basic Law

4

The Basic Law 
and Me

The Law of Living 
in Hong Kong

• Hong Kong Now and 
Then

• Basic Law Smartie 
Kids

• Communication All 
the Way

• I Love Travelling

• I am a Good Citizen

3 hours

2 hours

2 hours

1 hour 30 minutes

1 hour 30 minutes

Preamble

(1) General Principles

(3) Fundamental Rights and 
Duties of the Residents

Annex III

5

Hong Kong, My 
Home

Lively City

• Grandma is back to 
Hong Kong

• Ties to the Homeland

• Shopping Paradise

• Hong Kong’s Pride

• Serving the 
Community

• Science and Culture

2 hours

2 hours

1 hour 30 minutes

1 hour 30 minutes

1 hour 30 minutes

1 hour 30 minutes

(3) Fundamental Rights and 
Duties of the Residents

(5) Economy

(6) Education, Science, 
Culture, Sports, Religion, 
Labour and Social Services

Introduction

 “Let’s Learn the Basic Law – Basic Law Learning Package (Senior Primary)” is formulated by the 
Education Bureau with the aim to support primary schools by strengthening Basic Law education in their 
curriculum.

 This Learning Package is suitable for senior primary students because of its simple rendition and 
incorporation of real life situations in the society into learning scenarios. It is to help students learn the 
background of enactment, articles and annexes of the Basic Law of the Hong Kong Special Administrative 
Region of the People’s Republic of China (hereafter the Basic Law), thus enhancing students’ knowledge 
of the principles of “one country, two systems”, “Hong Kong people ruling Hong Kong”, and “a high degree 
of autonomy”, as well as the relationship between the Central Authorities and the Hong Kong Special 
Administrative Region (HKSAR). The Learning Package is enriched with two characters, namely Kei 
Kei and Ling Ling, in various stories and encounters to provide students with diverse, interactive and 
interesting learning experience in exploring the contents of the Basic Law as well as establishing the 
relevant concepts, cultivating a sense of respect and compliance to the Basic Law and legal regulations, 
and developing multiple perspectives. The focus of learning and teaching is on understanding the 
concepts rather than memorizing the articles of the Basic Law.

 The Learning Package is designed with the consideration of its implementation at schools to give 
teachers the flexibility of using the materials. The whole Learning Package consists of a total of 16 units 
under six learning themes (with Primary 4 to Primary 6 each consisting of two learning themes); the 
suggested learning time for each level is ten hours. The titles, suggested learning time and the relevant 
articles of the Basic Law of each theme and unit are listed in the following table:
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Level Theme Unit Suggested 
Learning Time

Relevant Articles of
the Basic Law

6

One Country, 
Two Systems

Being Lawful and 
Reasonable

• Journey to Foreign 
Countries

• Protecting Our Home 
and Nation

• Who is the Leader?

• Whose Duties are 
These?

• Obeying the Law

1 hour 15 minutes

1 hour 15 minutes

2 hours

4 hours

1 hour 30 minutes

(2) Relationship between the 
Central Authorities and 
the Hong Kong Special 
Administrative Region

(4) Political Structure

(7) External Affairs

Annexes I, II & III

 In conjunction with the Learning Package, the Education Bureau also sets up two assessment 
websites, namely the “Basic Law Assessment Web (Senior Primary)” and the “Learning the Basic Law, 
Building a Better Home” Assessment Bank. While the former provides teachers with various types of 
questions to assess students’ knowledge of the Basic Law, the latter allows students to do online self-
assessment to consolidate learning.

 The copyright of this Learning Package belongs to the Education Bureau. Schools may adopt or 
revise the contents for education purpose. No materials in this Learning Package may be transferred 
or copied for commercial purpose. Should you have any comments or suggestions for this Learning 
Package, please write to the Education Bureau at the following address:

Chief Curriculum Development Officer (Kindergarten & Primary)
Curriculum Development Institute
13/F, Wu Chung House,
213 Queen’s Road East,
Wan Chai,
Hong Kong.
Fax: 2573 5299 / 2575 4318
Email: kpgs_cdi@edb.gov.hk
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 “Let’s Learn the Basic Law – Basic Law Learning Package (Senior Primary)” is available in printed 
version (Chinese version), CD-ROM version and online version (http://basiclaw.edb.hkedcity.net/sp/hb_e).

 The Teacher’s Handbook of this Learning Package provides an instructional design for each unit 
that includes key learning points, procedures of learning activities, suggested learning periods, suggested 
learning time, suggested teaching and learning resources, tips for teachers, references/URL and the 
relevant articles of the Basic Law introduced in each unit. Suggested extended learning is also available 
in some units to enhance learning for various students. Schools are advised to be flexible in using the 
information so as to strengthen Basic Law education.

 Teachers may use this Learning Package in different subjects, school assemblies, class 
teachers’ lessons or life-wide learning activities in conjunction with the school’s curriculum planning and 
implementation. Depending on the specific situations of the school and students’ abilities and interests, 
teachers may adjust the period or order of the units, the allocation of learning time and the contents of 
the units. Whenever appropriate, teachers may incorporate certain units to the curriculum of other levels 
to enhance the effectiveness of Basic Law education.

 Teachers are suggested to read the two passages in Part 1, namely the “Relevant Concepts of the 
Special Administrative Region and the Basic Law” and the “Understanding the Basic Law” before using 
the Learning Package in order to strengthen their understanding of the key concepts of the Basic Law. 
Teachers may also obtain more information from the relevant references for teachers or websites before 
teaching the units at different levels.

 During the learning and teaching process, teachers may quote the articles of the Basic Law 
whenever necessary, but students are not required to memorize the exact articles of the Basic Law. For 
example, when going through the Brief Summary with students, teachers may guide students to conclude 
their learning experiences with the relevant articles of the Basic Law to consolidate students’ learning. In 
addition, teachers should also pay attention to the points listed in Tips for Teachers in each unit with the 
hope that the learning activities can be conducted smoothly to achieve the expected results.

 This Learning Package provides diversified learning and teaching resources (such as discussion 
cards, worksheets, reading materials, computer animations, PowerPoint, computer games and online 
games) in support of students’ learning. With simple clicks on the following buttons in the CD-ROM 
version or the online version, teachers may download the relevant resources:

Video clips or computer animations (in English)

Electronic PowerPoint files

Word documents for print only

How to Use the Learning Package
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Word documents

Computer or online games

 Teachers may assess students’ knowledge of the Basic Law by observing students’ performances 
in the lessons, by using worksheets provided in the Learning Package or self-designed test items. To tie 
in with this Learning Package, the Education Bureau has set up the website of “Basic Law Assessment 
Web (Senior Primary)” (http://basiclaw.edb.hkedcity.net/sp/tq) for teachers to download various types of 
questions and to revise them whenever necessary, so as to assess students’ learning of the Basic Law.

 The Education Bureau also sets up the assessment website called, “Learning the Basic Law, 
Building a Better Home” (http://basiclaw.edb.hkedcity.net/sp/assessment) for teachers to arrange 
for students’ learning consolidation via computer games at school or at home. The website provides 
three groups of multiple choice items in the way that students can know the answers with explanations 
immediately after attempting the questions, thus assessing themselves on their knowledge of the 
Basic Law.
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